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The purpose of this book is to communicate some of the recent advances in this field
while preparing the reader for more advanced study. The material can be roughly
divided into three different types: classical, standard but sometimes with a new twist,
and recent. The author first studies basic covering theorems and their applications to
analysis in metric measure spaces. This is followed by a discussion on Sobolev spaces
emphasizing principles that are valid in larger contexts. The last few sections of the
book present a basic theory of quasisymmetric maps between metric spaces. Much of
the material is recent and appears for the first time in book format.
Systematically constructing an optimal theory, this monograph develops and explores
several approaches to Hardy spaces in the setting of Alhlfors-regular quasi-metric
spaces. The text is divided into two main parts, with the first part providing atomic,
molecular, and grand maximal function characterizations of Hardy spaces and
formulates sharp versions of basic analytical tools for quasi-metric spaces, such as a
Lebesgue differentiation theorem with minimal demands on the underlying measure, a
maximally smooth approximation to the identity and a Calderon-Zygmund
decomposition for distributions. These results are of independent interest. The second
part establishes very general criteria guaranteeing that a linear operator acts
continuously from a Hardy space into a topological vector space, emphasizing the role
of the action of the operator on atoms. Applications include the solvability of the
Dirichlet problem for elliptic systems in the upper-half space with boundary data from
Hardy spaces. The tools established in the first part are then used to develop a sharp
theory of Besov and Triebel-Lizorkin spaces in Ahlfors-regular quasi-metric spaces. The
monograph is largely self-contained and is intended for mathematicians, graduate
students and professionals with a mathematical background who are interested in the
interplay between analysis and geometry.
Since the last century, the postulational method and an abstract point of view have
played a vital role in the development of modern mathematics. The experience gained
from the earlier concrete studies of analysis point to the importance of passage to the
limit. The basis of this operation is the notion of distance between any two points of the
line or the complex plane. The algebraic properties of underlying sets often play no role
in the development of analysis; this situation naturally leads to the study of metric
spaces. The abstraction not only simplifies and elucidates mathematical ideas that
recur in different guises, but also helps eco- mize the intellectual effort involved in
learning them. However, such an abstract approach is likely to overlook the special
features of particular mathematical developments, especially those not taken into
account while forming the larger picture. Hence, the study of particular mathematical
developments is hard to overemphasize. The language in which a large body of ideas
and results of functional analysis are expressed is that of metric spaces. The books on
functional analysis seem to go over the preliminaries of this topic far too quickly. The
present authors attempt to provide a leisurely approach to the theory of metric spaces.
In order to ensure that the ideas take root gradually but firmly, a large number of
examples and counterexamples follow each definition. Also included are several
worked examples and exercises. Applications of the theory are spread out over the
entire book.
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This book is about metric spaces of nonpositive curvature in the sense of Busemann,
that is, metric spaces whose distance function satisfies a convexity condition. The book
also contains a systematic introduction to the theory of geodesics in metric spaces, as
well as a detailed presentation of some facets of convexity theory that are useful in the
study of nonpositive curvature. The concepts and the techniques are illustrated by
many examples from classical hyperbolic geometry and from the theory of Teichmuller
spaces. The book is useful for students and researchers in geometry, topology and
analysis.
Science students have to spend much of their time learning how to do laboratory work,
even if they intend to become theoretical, rather than experimental, scientists. It is
important that they understand how experiments are performed and what the results
mean. In science the validity of ideas is checked by experiments. If a new idea does not
work in the laboratory, it must be discarded. If it does work, it is accepted, at least
tentatively. In science, therefore, laboratory experiments are the touchstones for the
acceptance or rejection of results. Mathematics is different. This is not to say that
experiments are not part of the subject. Numerical calculations and the examina tion of
special and simplified cases are important in leading mathematicians to make
conjectures, but the acceptance of a conjecture as a theorem only comes when a proof
has been constructed. In other words, proofs are to mathematics as laboratory
experiments are to science. Mathematics students must, therefore, learn to know what
constitute valid proofs and how to construct them. How is this done? Like everything
else, by doing. Mathematics students must try to prove results and then have their work
criticized by experienced mathematicians. They must critically examine proofs, both
correct and incorrect ones, and develop an appreciation of good style. They must, of
course, start with easy proofs and build to more complicated ones.
Systematically develop the concepts and tools that are vital to every mathematician,
whether pure or applied, aspiring or established A comprehensive treatment with a
global view of the subject, emphasizing the connections between real analysis and
other branches of mathematics Included throughout are many examples and hundreds
of problems, and a separate 55-page section gives hints or complete solutions for most.
The principal aim of this book is to introduce topology and its many applications viewed
within a framework that includes a consideration of compactness, completeness,
continuity, filters, function spaces, grills, clusters and bunches, hyperspace topologies,
initial and final structures, metric spaces, metrization, nets, proximal continuity,
proximity spaces, separation axioms, and uniform spaces. This book provides a
complete framework for the study of topology with a variety of applications in science
and engineering that include camouflage filters, classification, digital image processing,
forgery detection, Hausdorff raster spaces, image analysis, microscopy, paleontology,
pattern recognition, population dynamics, stem cell biology, topological psychology, and
visual merchandising. It is the first complete presentation on topology with applications
considered in the context of proximity spaces, and the nearness and remoteness of
sets of objects. A novel feature throughout this book is the use of near and far,
discovered by F Riesz over 100 years ago. In addition, it is the first time that this form of
topology is presented in the context of a number of new applications. Contents:Basic
FrameworkWhat is Topology?Symmetric ProximityContinuity and Proximal
ContinuitySeparation AxiomsUniform Spaces, Filters and NetsCompactness and Higher
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Separation AxiomsInitial and Final Structures, EmbeddingGrills, Clusters, Bunches and
Proximal Wallman CompactificationExtensions of Continuous Functions: Taimanov
TheoremMetrisationFunction Space TopologiesHyperspace TopologiesSelected
Topics: Uniformity and Metrisation Readership: 3rd year undergraduate students,
graduate students and researchers in topology; professional and practitioners who are
interested in applying topology and its applications especially in science and
engineering.
Keywords:Applications;Close;Far;Near;Nearness;Remoteness;Proximity;Set
Theory;TopologyKey Features:Complete overview of famous results in topologyFirst
topology textbook to link proximity space theory (nearness and remoteness) with wellknown results in topologyPresentation of a collection of new applications in a variety of
areas such as digital image analysis, stem cell biology, visual merchandising, forgery
and paleontologyThe materials in the book have been class-tested over the past thirty
years by the authorsReviews: “The book contains a lot of mathematical material from
different fields that can complement and enrich a more standard brief introduction into
the field of general topology.” Zentralblatt MATH
This book serves as a textbook for an introductory course in metric spaces for
undergraduate or graduate students. The goal is to present the basics of metric spaces
in a natural and intuitive way and encourage students to think geometrically while
actively participating in the learning of this subject. In this book, the authors illustrated
the strategy of the proofs of various theorems that motivate readers to complete them
on their own. Bits of pertinent history are infused in the text, including brief biographies
of some of the central players in the development of metric spaces. The textbook is
divided into seven chapters that contain the main materials on metric spaces; namely,
introductory concepts, completeness, compactness, connectedness, continuous
functions and metric fixed point theorems with applications. Some of the noteworthy
features of this book include · Diagrammatic illustrations that encourage readers to
think geometrically · Focus on systematic strategy to generate ideas for the proofs of
theorems · A wealth of remarks, observations along with a variety of exercises ·
Historical notes and brief biographies appearing throughout the text
Topology, Volume I deals with topology and covers topics ranging from operations in logic and
set theory to Cartesian products, mappings, and orderings. Cardinal and ordinal numbers are
also discussed, along with topological, metric, and complete spaces. Great use is made of
closure algebra. Comprised of three chapters, this volume begins with a discussion on general
topological spaces as well as their specialized aspects, including regular, completely regular,
and normal spaces. Fundamental notions such as base, subbase, cover, and continuous
mapping, are considered, together with operations such as the exponential topology and
quotient topology. The next chapter is devoted to the study of metric spaces, starting with more
general spaces, having the limit as its primitive notion. The space is assumed to be metric
separable, and this includes problems of cardinality and dimension. Dimension theory and the
theory of Borei sets, Baire functions, and related topics are also discussed. The final chapter is
about complete spaces and includes problems of general function theory which can be
expressed in topological terms. The book includes two appendices, one on applications of
topology to mathematical logics and another to functional analysis. This monograph will be
helpful to students and practitioners of algebra and mathematics.
Designed for a first course in real variables, this text encourages intuitive thinking and features
detailed solutions to problems. Topics include complex variables, measure theory, differential
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equations, functional analysis, probability. 1993 edition.
This Handbook is an introduction to set-theoretic topology for students in the field and for
researchers in other areas for whom results in set-theoretic topology may be relevant. The aim
of the editors has been to make it as self-contained as possible without repeating material
which can easily be found in standard texts. The Handbook contains detailed proofs of core
results, and references to the literature for peripheral results where space was insufficient.
Included are many open problems of current interest. In general, the articles may be read in
any order. In a few cases they occur in pairs, with the first one giving an elementary treatment
of a subject and the second one more advanced results. These pairs are: Hodel and Juhász on
cardinal functions; Roitman and Abraham-Todor?evi? on S- and L-spaces; Weiss and
Baumgartner on versions of Martin's axiom; and Vaughan and Stephenson on compactness
properties.
Assuming a basic knowledge of real analysis and linear algebra, the student is given some
familiarity with the axiomatic method in analysis and is shown the power of this method in
exploiting the fundamental analysis structures underlying a variety of applications. Although the
text is titled metric spaces, normed linear spaces are introduced immediately because this
added structure is present in many examples and its recognition brings an interesting link with
linear algebra; finite dimensional spaces are discussed earlier. It is intended that metric spaces
be studied in some detail before general topology is begun. This follows the teaching principle
of proceeding from the concrete to the more abstract. Graded exercises are provided at the
end of each section and in each set the earlier exercises are designed to assist in the detection
of the abstract structural properties in concrete examples while the latter are more conceptually
sophisticated.
Introduction to Metric and Topological SpacesOxford University Press
Metric theory has undergone a dramatic phase transition in the last decades when its focus
moved from the foundations of real analysis to Riemannian geometry and algebraic topology,
to the theory of infinite groups and probability theory. The new wave began with seminal
papers by Svarc and Milnor on the growth of groups and the spectacular proof of the rigidity of
lattices by Mostow. This progress was followed by the creation of the asymptotic metric theory
of infinite groups by Gromov. The structural metric approach to the Riemannian category,
tracing back to Cheeger's thesis, pivots around the notion of the Gromov–Hausdorff distance
between Riemannian manifolds. This distance organizes Riemannian manifolds of all possible
topological types into a single connected moduli space, where convergence allows the
collapse of dimension with unexpectedly rich geometry, as revealed in the work of Cheeger,
Fukaya, Gromov and Perelman. Also, Gromov found metric structure within homotopy theory
and thus introduced new invariants controlling combinatorial complexity of maps and spaces,
such as the simplicial volume, which is responsible for degrees of maps between manifolds.
During the same period, Banach spaces and probability theory underwent a geometric
metamorphosis, stimulated by the Levy–Milman concentration phenomenon, encompassing
the law of large numbers for metric spaces with measures and dimensions going to infinity.
The first stages of the new developments were presented in Gromov's course in Paris, which
turned into the famous "Green Book" by Lafontaine and Pansu (1979). The present English
translation of that work has been enriched and expanded with new material to reflect recent
progress. Additionally, four appendices—by Gromov on Levy's inequality, by Pansu on
"quasiconvex" domains, by Katz on systoles of Riemannian manifolds, and by Semmes
overviewing analysis on metric spaces with measures—as well as an extensive bibliography
and index round out this unique and beautiful book.
An introduction to metric spaces for those interested in the applications as well as theory.
This first of the three-volume book is targeted as a basic course in topology for undergraduate
and graduate students of mathematics. It studies metric spaces and general topology. It starts
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with the concept of the metric which is an abstraction of distance in the Euclidean space. The
special structure of a metric space induces a topology that leads to many applications of
topology in modern analysis and modern algebra, as shown in this volume. This volume also
studies topological properties such as compactness and connectedness. Considering the
importance of compactness in mathematics, this study covers the Stone–Cech
compactification and Alexandroff one-point compactification. This volume also includes the
Urysohn lemma, Urysohn metrization theorem, Tietz extension theorem, and
Gelfand–Kolmogoroff theorem. The content of this volume is spread into eight chapters of
which the last chapter conveys the history of metric spaces and the history of the emergence
of the concepts leading to the development of topology as a subject with their motivations with
an emphasis on general topology. It includes more material than is comfortably covered by
beginner students in a one-semester course. Students of advanced courses will also find the
book useful. This book will promote the scope, power, and active learning of the subject, all the
while covering a wide range of theories and applications in a balanced unified way.
Fixed point theory in probabilistic metric spaces can be considered as a part of Probabilistic
Analysis, which is a very dynamic area of mathematical research. A primary aim of this
monograph is to stimulate interest among scientists and students in this fascinating field. The
text is self-contained for a reader with a modest knowledge of the metric fixed point theory.
Several themes run through this book. The first is the theory of triangular norms (t-norms),
which is closely related to fixed point theory in probabilistic metric spaces. Its recent
development has had a strong influence upon the fixed point theory in probabilistic metric
spaces. In Chapter 1 some basic properties of t-norms are presented and several special
classes of t-norms are investigated. Chapter 2 is an overview of some basic definitions and
examples from the theory of probabilistic metric spaces. Chapters 3, 4, and 5 deal with some
single-valued and multi-valued probabilistic versions of the Banach contraction principle. In
Chapter 6, some basic results in locally convex topological vector spaces are used and applied
to fixed point theory in vector spaces. Audience: The book will be of value to graduate
students, researchers, and applied mathematicians working in nonlinear analysis and
probabilistic metric spaces.
Aimed toward researchers and graduate students familiar with elements of functional analysis,
linear algebra, and general topology; this book contains a general study of modulars, modular
spaces, and metric modular spaces. Modulars may be thought of as generalized velocity fields
and serve two important purposes: generate metric spaces in a unified manner and provide a
weaker convergence, the modular convergence, whose topology is non-metrizable in general.
Metric modular spaces are extensions of metric spaces, metric linear spaces, and classical
modular linear spaces. The topics covered include the classification of modulars, metrizability
of modular spaces, modular transforms and duality between modular spaces, metric and
modular topologies. Applications illustrated in this book include: the description of
superposition operators acting in modular spaces, the existence of regular selections of setvalued mappings, new interpretations of spaces of Lipschitzian and absolutely continuous
mappings, the existence of solutions to ordinary differential equations in Banach spaces with
rapidly varying right-hand sides.
This is a book that could profitably be read by many graduate students or by seniors in strong
major programs … has a number of good features. There are many informal comments
scattered between the formal development of theorems and these are done in a light and
pleasant style. … There is a complete proof of the equivalence of the axiom of choice, Zorn's
Lemma, and well-ordering, as well as a discussion of the use of these concepts. There is also
an interesting discussion of the continuum problem … The presentation of metric spaces before
topological spaces … should be welcomed by most students, since metric spaces are much
closer to the ideas of Euclidean spaces with which they are already familiar. —Canadian
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Mathematical Bulletin Kaplansky has a well-deserved reputation for his expository talents. The
selection of topics is excellent. — Lance Small, UC San Diego This book is based on notes from
a course on set theory and metric spaces taught by Edwin Spanier, and also incorporates with
his permission numerous exercises from those notes. The volume includes an Appendix that
helps bridge the gap between metric and topological spaces, a Selected Bibliography, and an
Index.
Metric and Topological SpacesBy T. W. Korner
The idea of mutual classification of spaces and mappings is one of the main research
directions of point set topology. In a systematical way, this book discusses the basic theory of
generalized metric spaces by using the mapping method, and summarizes the most important
research achievements, particularly those from Chinese scholars, in the theory of spaces and
mappings since the 1960s. This book has three chapters, two appendices and a list of more
than 400 references. The chapters are "The origin of generalized metric spaces", "Mappings
on metric spaces" and "Classes of generalized metric spaces". Graduates or senior
undergraduates in mathematics major can use this book as their text to study the theory of
generalized metric spaces. Researchers in this field can also use this book as a valuable
reference.
This book offers an essential introduction to the theory of Hilbert space, a fundamental tool for
non-relativistic quantum mechanics. Linear, topological, metric, and normed spaces are all
addressed in detail, in a rigorous but reader-friendly fashion. The rationale for providing an
introduction to the theory of Hilbert space, rather than a detailed study of Hilbert space theory
itself, lies in the strenuous mathematics demands that even the simplest physical cases entail.
Graduate courses in physics rarely offer enough time to cover the theory of Hilbert space and
operators, as well as distribution theory, with sufficient mathematical rigor. Accordingly,
compromises must be found between full rigor and the practical use of the instruments. Based
on one of the authors’s lectures on functional analysis for graduate students in physics, the
book will equip readers to approach Hilbert space and, subsequently, rigged Hilbert space,
with a more practical attitude. It also includes a brief introduction to topological groups, and to
other mathematical structures akin to Hilbert space. Exercises and solved problems
accompany the main text, offering readers opportunities to deepen their understanding. The
topics and their presentation have been chosen with the goal of quickly, yet rigorously and
effectively, preparing readers for the intricacies of Hilbert space. Consequently, some topics,
e.g., the Lebesgue integral, are treated in a somewhat unorthodox manner. The book is ideally
suited for use in upper undergraduate and lower graduate courses, both in Physics and in
Mathematics.
Designed for one-semester courses at the senior undergraduate level, this book is written for
mathematics students and teachers, as well as others needing to learn mathematical analysis
for engineering, physics, biology or finance. Nominal divisions between pure and applied
mathematics have been merged to provide easier access. Applications are included from
differential and integral equations, systems of linear algebraic equations, approximation theory,
numerical analysis and quantum mechanics.
This distinctly nonclassical treatment focuses on developing aspects that differ from the theory
of ordinary metric spaces, working directly with probability distribution functions rather than
random variables. The two-part treatment begins with an overview that discusses the theory's
historical evolution, followed by a development of related mathematical machinery. The
presentation defines all needed concepts, states all necessary results, and provides relevant
proofs. The second part opens with definitions of probabilistic metric spaces and proceeds to
examinations of special classes of probabilistic metric spaces, topologies, and several related
structures, such as probabilistic normed and inner-product spaces. Throughout, the authors
focus on developing aspects that differ from the theory of ordinary metric spaces, rather than
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simply transferring known metric space results to a more general setting.
The book is devoted to the theory of gradient flows in the general framework of metric spaces,
and in the more specific setting of the space of probability measures, which provide a
surprising link between optimal transportation theory and many evolutionary PDE's related to
(non)linear diffusion. Particular emphasis is given to the convergence of the implicit time
discretization method and to the error estimates for this discretization, extending the well
established theory in Hilbert spaces. The book is split in two main parts that can be read
independently of each other.
Professor Copson's book provides a more leisurely treatment of metric spaces than is found in
books on functional analysis.
One of the ways in which topology has influenced other branches of mathematics in the past
few decades is by putting the study of continuity and convergence into a general setting. This
book introduces metric and topological spaces by describing some of that influence. The aim is
to move gradually from familiar real analysis to abstract topological spaces. The book is aimed
primarily at the second-year mathematics student, and numerous exercises are included.
TOPOLOGY OF METRIC SPACES gives a very streamlined development of a course in
metric space topology emphasizing only the most useful concepts, concrete spaces and
geometric ideas to encourage geometric thinking, to treat this as a preparatory ground for a
general topology course, to use this course as a surrogate for real analysis and to help the
students gain some perspective of modern analysis. In this second revised and enlarged
edition, based on the extensive feedback sent by the readers, some material has been
removed, some new material included and nearly all problems are given comments, hints and
solutions.
A description of the global properties of simply-connected spaces that are non-positively
curved in the sense of A. D. Alexandrov, and the structure of groups which act on such spaces
by isometries. The theory of these objects is developed in a manner accessible to anyone
familiar with the rudiments of topology and group theory: non-trivial theorems are proved by
concatenating elementary geometric arguments, and many examples are given. Part I provides
an introduction to the geometry of geodesic spaces, while Part II develops the basic theory of
spaces with upper curvature bounds. More specialized topics, such as complexes of groups,
are covered in Part III.
The abstract concepts of metric spaces are often perceived as difficult. This book offers a
unique approach to the subject which gives readers the advantage of a new perspective on
ideas familiar from the analysis of a real line. Rather than passing quickly from the definition of
a metric to the more abstract concepts of convergence and continuity, the author takes the
concrete notion of distance as far as possible, illustrating the text with examples and naturally
arising questions. Attention to detail at this stage is designed to prepare the reader to
understand the more abstract ideas with relative ease.
Topological Spaces focuses on the applications of the theory of topological spaces to the
different branches of mathematics. The book first offers information on elementary principles,
topological spaces, and compactness and connectedness. Discussions focus on locally
compact spaces, local connectedness, fundamental concepts and their reformulations, lattice
of topologies, axioms of separation, fundamental concepts of set theory, and ordered sets and
lattices. The manuscript then ponders on mappings and extensions and characterization of
topological spaces, including completely regular spaces, transference of topologies, Wallman
compactification, and embeddings. The publication takes a look at metric and uniform spaces
and applications of topological groups. Topics include the Stone-Weierstrass Approximation
Theorem, extensions and completions of topological groups, topological rings and fields,
extension and completion of uniform spaces, uniform continuity and uniform convergence,
metric spaces, and metritization. The text is a valuable reference for mathematicians and
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researchers interested in the study of topological spaces.
gentle introduction to the subject, leading the reader to understand the notion of what is
important in topology with regard to geometry. Divided into three sections - The line and the
plane, Metric spaces and Topological spaces -, the book eases the move into higher levels of
abstraction. Students are thereby informally assisted in learning new ideas while remaining on
familiar territory. The authors do not assume previous knowledge of axiomatic approach or set
theory. Similarly, they have restricted the mathematical vocabulary in the book so as to avoid
overwhelming the reader, and the concept of convergence is employed to allow students to
focus on a central theme while moving to a natural understanding of the notion of topology.
The pace of the book is relaxed with gradual acceleration: the first nine sections form a
balanced course in metric spaces for undergraduates while also containing ample material for
a two-semester graduate course. Finally, the book illustrates the many connections between
topology and other subjects, such as analysis and set theory, via the inclusion of "Extras" at
the end of each chapter presenting a brief foray outside topology.

One of the ways in which topology has influenced other branches of mathematics in the
past few decades is by putting the study of continuity and convergence into a general
setting. This new edition of Wilson Sutherland's classic text introduces metric and
topological spaces by describing some of that influence. The aim is to move gradually
from familiar real analysis to abstract topological spaces, using metric spaces as a
bridge between the two. The language of metric and topological spaces is established
with continuity as the motivating concept. Several concepts are introduced, first in
metric spaces and then repeated for topological spaces, to help convey familiarity. The
discussion develops to cover connectedness, compactness and completeness, a trio
widely used in the rest of mathematics. Topology also has a more geometric aspect
which is familiar in popular expositions of the subject as `rubber-sheet geometry', with
pictures of Möbius bands, doughnuts, Klein bottles and the like; this geometric aspect is
illustrated by describing some standard surfaces, and it is shown how all this fits into
the same story as the more analytic developments. The book is primarily aimed at
second- or third-year mathematics students. There are numerous exercises, many of
the more challenging ones accompanied by hints, as well as a companion website, with
further explanations and examples as well as material supplementary to that in the
book.
This unit investigates those spaces for which a notion of distance can be defined --metric spaces. Shows how continuity can be defined for functions between metric
spaces.It is also recommended that you purchase DVD0085 Topology with this unit.
In this book, the author gives a cohesive account of the theory of probability measures
on complete metric spaces (which is viewed as an alternative approach to the general
theory of stochastic processes). After a general description of the basics of topology on
the set of measures, the author discusses regularity, tightness, and perfectness of
measures, properties of sampling distributions, and metrizability and compactness
theorems. Next, he describes arithmetic properties of probability measures on metric
groups and locally compact abelian groups. Covered in detail are notions such as
decomposability, infinite divisibility, idempotence, and their relevance to limit theorems
for sums of infinitesimal random variables. The book concludes with numerous results
related to limit theorems for probability measures on Hilbert spaces and on the space of
continuous functions on an interval. This book is suitable for graduate students and
researchers interested in probability and stochastic processes and would make an ideal
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supplementary reading or independent study text.
Young measures are now a widely used tool in the Calculus of Variations, in Control
Theory, in Probability Theory and other fields. They are known under different names
such as "relaxed controls," "fuzzy random variables" and many other names. This
monograph provides a unified presentation of the theory, along with new results and
applications in various fields. It can serve as a reference on the subject. Young
measures are presented in a general setting which includes finite and for the first time
infinite dimensional spaces: the fields of applications of Young measures (Control
Theory, Calculus of Variations, Probability Theory...) are often concerned with problems
in infinite dimensional settings. The theory of Young measures is now well understood
in a finite dimensional setting, but open problems remain in the infinite dimensional
case. We provide several new results in the general frame, which are new even in the
finite dimensional setting, such as characterizations of convergence in measure of
Young measures (Chapter 3) and compactness criteria (Chapter 4).These results are
established under a different form (and with less details and developments) in recent
papers by the same authors. We also provide new applications to Visintin and
Reshetnyak type theorems (Chapters 6 and 8), existence of solutions to differential
inclusions (Chapter 7), dynamical programming (Chapter 8) and the Central Limit
Theorem in locally convex spaces (Chapter 9).
The topics in this research monograph are at the interface of several areas of
mathematics such as harmonic analysis, functional analysis, analysis on spaces of
homogeneous type, topology, and quasi-metric geometry. The presentation is selfcontained with complete, detailed proofs, and a large number of examples and
counterexamples are provided. Unique features of Metrization Theory for Groupoids:
With Applications to Analysis on Quasi-Metric Spaces and Functional Analysis include:
* treatment of metrization from a wide, interdisciplinary perspective, with accompanying
applications ranging across diverse fields; * coverage of topics applicable to a variety of
scientific areas within pure mathematics; * useful techniques and extensive reference
material; * includes sharp results in the field of metrization. Professional
mathematicians with a wide spectrum of mathematical interests will find this book to be
a useful resource and complete self-study guide. At the same time, the monograph is
accessible and will be of use to advanced graduate students and to scientifically trained
readers with an interest in the interplay among topology and metric properties and/or
functional analysis and metric properties. * coverage of topics applicable to a variety of
scientific areas within pure mathematics; * useful techniques and extensive reference
material; * includes sharp results in the field of metrization. Professional
mathematicians with a wide spectrum of mathematical interests will find this book to be
a useful resource and complete self-study guide. At the same time, the monograph is
accessible and will be of use to advanced graduate students and to scientifically trained
readers with an interest in the interplay among topology and metric properties and/or
functional analysis and metric properties. * useful techniques and extensive reference
material; * includes sharp results in the field of metrization. Professional
mathematicians with a wide spectrum of mathematical interests will find this book to be
a useful resource and complete self-study guide. At the same time, the monograph is
accessible and will be of use to advanced graduate students and to scientifically trained
readers with an interest in the interplay among topology and metric properties and/or
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functional analysis and metric properties. * includes sharp results in the field of
metrization. Professional mathematicians with a wide spectrum of mathematical
interests will find this book to be a useful resource and complete self-study guide. At the
same time, the monograph is accessible and will be of use to advanced graduate
students and to scientifically trained readers with an interest in the interplay among
topology and metric properties and/or functional analysis and metric properties.
Professional mathematicians with a wide spectrum of mathematical interests will find
this book to be a useful resource and complete self-study guide. At the same time, the
monograph is accessible and will be of use to advanced graduate students and to
scientifically trained readers with an interest in the interplay among topology and metric
properties and/or functional analysis and metric properties.
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